Chrochet Pattern
Amigurumi „Funny Owl“

Material:
Crochet hook size 3.5
Cotton yarn in different colors (137 yds / 1.75 oz or 125 m / 50 g) – you may, of course, also use any
other type of yarn and crochet hook in matching size
2 black beads (6 mm) for the eyes (if you are using any other weight of yarn than indicated, you
might need slightly smaller or bigger beads here)
Filling material (e.g. polyester fiberfill)

Abbreviations
This pattern is written in US terms. I have attached a conversion table for US/UK terms at the end of
this document
ch – chain stitch
sl – slip stitch
sc – single crochet
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inc – increase
dec – decrease
Picot – [sl, 3 ch and then 1 sc into the 1st ch]
Magic Ring
Repeat instructions in [ ] as often as indicated by the x
Number in ( ) indicates total number of stitches for this round

Please Note:
For these “Funny Owls” I am convinced, the more colors you use, the happier they look! Therefore, I
have intentionally NOT indicated certain colors for each body part. However, the pictures included in
this pattern may give you an idea of some of the possibilities and serve as inspiration. Please let your
imagination run wild here and feel free to use any combination of colors you like best.
If not indicated otherwise, this project is crocheted in spiral rounds, which means that the rounds are
NOT connected by a slip stitch at the end of each round.
To mark the beginning/end of a round, you can use, for example, a stitch marker, a safety pin or a
short piece of yarn in a different color.

Head
1. rd.:

Magic Ring with 7 sc (7)

2. rd.:

[inc] x 7 (14)

3. rd.:

[sc, inc] x 7 (21)

4. rd.:

[2 sc, inc] x 7 (28)

5. rd.:

[3 sc, inc] x 7 (35)

6. rd.:

[4 sc, inc] x 7 (42)

7. rd.:

[5 sc, inc] x 7 (49)

8.-12. rd.:

49 sc (49) (5 rounds)

13. rd.:

[5 sc, dec] x 7 (42)

14. rd.:

[4 sc, dec] x 7 (35)

15. rd.:

[3 sc, dec] x 7 (28)

16. rd.:

[2 sc, dec] x 7 (21)

17. rd.:

[sc, dec] x 7 (14)

Stuff with fiberfill
18. rd.:

[dec] x 7 (7)

Fasten off, leave a long end for sewing
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